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I first encountered Akoma Arts at a fundraiser for Silicon Valley Faces that was held at my church.  The 

performance they put on created a sense of community with the audience such that the lines blurred 

between performer and observer.  The magic of this was that the quality of the performers was very 

high, but no one in the audience felt too inept to participate.  This shows the masterful ability to both 

model quality music and dance and a welcoming invitation to be who you are and participate to your full 

ability.  I was very impressed with this quality of their offering.  I was also impressed with the positivity 

they brought to their art: African music, dance, and story telling.  They not only show pride in what their 

own culture has to offer, but encourage others to do the same and to seek the best of what we all share 

in common.   

These observations made me excited to invite Akoma Arts to partner with us for our summer Arts Camp, 

which is a week-long day camp.  Our main contact has been Keith Hames.  Working with Keith has been 

a joy.  Akoma Arts and Foothills Congregational Church share the values of empowering children to both 

know and appreciate who they are, and seek to understand others.  They have led both our music and 

movement classes at our Arts Camp for two years.  Our children still sing a call and response song they 

learned from Keith in drum class in 2012 and can be heard doing hambone, which they learned in 

movement class. 

Keith in particular is a talented music teacher.  His presence commands attention and his way of 

weaving story telling and drumming together keeps kids interested.  The drums are big and loud and can 

be intimidating for shy kids.  Yet Keith has such a welcoming presence that no one was too timid to try 

the drums.  In fact, shy kids found a way to have a voice through the drums with Keith’s encouragement.  

This is a great gift. 

I wouldn’t hesitate working with Keith and Akoma Arts again.  I think they would be a vital addition to 

any program with children or youth. 

Blessings, 

 

Rev. Michelle Webber 
Associate Minister, Foothills Congregational Church, Los Altos 
 



 


